[Instrumental defensive conditioned reflexes to electric stimulation of the hypothalamus in dogs].
An instrumental defensive conditioned reflex to electrical stimulation of the lateral hypothalamus (LHS) was elaborated in seven dogs with electrodes implanted in different structures of the limbic system. Electrocutaneous stimulation was disrupted by a lift of the foreleg to a certain level. The conditioned reflex developed slowly: it appeared at the 15th to 35 th pairing, became stable by the 120--150th pairing of stimuli and reached a 60--90% level. Extinction of the conditioned reflex took 70--80 presentations of the conditioned stimulus without reinforcement. As LHS turned into a signal of electrocutaneous stimulation, the typical reactions to it weakened; in particular, searching movements and sniffing virtually disappeared, while licking movements appeared much more seldom both during the action of the conditioned stimulus and in the intervals between stimuli pairings.